No evidence of linkage or allelic association of schizophrenia with DNA markers at pericentric region of chromosome 9.
Based on our previous study suggesting the pericentric region of chromosome 9 as of potential importance in schizophrenia, we have carried out a linkage study between the schizophrenia phenotype and the dinucleotide repeat polymorphisms D9S55, D9S15, and D9S202 in three pedigrees multiply affected with schizophrenia. In addition, we have conducted allelic association studies using 60 patients with schizophrenia and 60 controls with polymorphisms at D9S55 and D9S15 markers. No evidence for linkage or association was found. The results indicate that susceptibility genes for schizophrenia are less likely to be located at the pericentric region of chromosome 9, assuming genetic homogeneity of the pedigrees.